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u The Scientific Method is based on skepticism and empiricism.

u Experimentation is key to the Scientific Method, and is necessary for 
understanding the world around us. 

u Historically, experiments have been used in fields such agriculture, 
manufacturing, physical sciences, social sciences, and medicine.

u Recently, the utility of designed experiments has been recognized 
within internet and technology companies, where online controlled 
experiments are a means to optimize products, customer customer 
experience, and revenue.

What are OCEs?
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u In an environment of economic Darwinism, experimentation is key if 
businesses want to remain competitive.[1]

u The “Big Five” tech organizations (Google, Amazon, Facebook, Apple, 
and Microsoft) are each running 10,000+ experiments per year 
engaging millions of users. [2,3]

u LinkedIn reportedly runs 400+ simultaneous experiments per day.[4]

u 1000’s of companies use tools such as Optimizely, Google Optimize, 
Mixpanel, VWO, AB Tasty, and Split.io to run experiments.
u Optimizely has around 500 employees and is reportedly worth 

$500M+.[5]
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So what exactly is an OCE and how does it work?
In a classic A/B test, two groups of experimental units (usually people) are 
randomized to one of two treatments (usually different versions of a 
product), and the data collected in each treatment provide information 
about which product version is superior.

What are OCEs?
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What kinds of things are companies experimenting with?

For some real-life examples, checkout the “Leaks” on GoodUI:
https://goodui.org/leaks/

What are OCEs?

u User acquisition funnels
u User engagement mechanics
u User retention mechanics
u Email promotions and headlines
u Website layout
u Esthetic features

u Checkout experience
u Freemium conversion
u Branding
u Ad Campaigns
u Call to action language
u ML algorithms
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Concrete Examples:
Ryan Reynolds’ face loses in an A/B test: https://youtu.be/OW_OId8aaM4

What are OCEs?
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Concrete Examples:
u Amazon experiments with purchase reassurances

u Airbnb experiments with next available date feature

u The New York Times experiments with article headlines

u Lyft experiments with the hardware and software on their eBikes

u eHow experiments with ad placement

u Lyft worries about interference in experiments on their ridesharing 
network

What are OCEs?
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Concrete Examples:

u Obama’s 2008 campaign
increased donations by
$60M using a factorial
experiment[6]

https://www.optimizely.com/insights/blog/how-obama-raised-60-million-by-running-a-simple-
experiment/

What are OCEs?
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Concrete Examples:

https://de2.surveyengine.com/clients/web_demos_4_0/surveys/facebook_demo_with_data/dss/f
acebook_ad.html

What are OCEs?
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Concrete Examples:

u Lyft was interested in designing a promotional offer to re-engage users 
that have not booked a ride in while.

u They planned to offer a discount (10% vs. 50%) on the next several (3 
vs. 10) rides each user booked.

u They wanted to determine the optimal promotion (i.e., optimal 
discount amount and discount duration).

u They did so with a 22 + center point experiment.[7]

What are OCEs?
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Concrete Examples:

u And the experimentation happening here isn’t trivial.
u This job ad explicitly called out the need for someone that could:

u “analyze experimental data with statistical rigor”, and 
u “support internal research into new methodologies for experimentation as 

well as adapt existing methods such as Response Surface Methodology 
(RSM) to online A/B testing”

What are OCEs?
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Concrete Examples:
Google’s infamous 41 shades of blue experiment reportedly increased 
annual revenue by $200M.[8]

Bing generated an additional $100M in annual revenue by changing 
the way the search engine displayed ad headlines.[2]

Amazon boosted profits by tens of millions per year by moving their 
credit card offers from the homepage to the checkout page.[2]

Optimizely helped businesses collectively increase revenue by more 
than $800M in 2019 alone.[9]

What are OCEs?
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Open OCE Problems
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u

Open OCE Problems
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Problems Highlighted in the Summit [10]:
1. Estimation of long-term effects
2. Estimation of heterogeneous treatment effects
3. Experimentation in the presence of network interference
4. Interacting experiments

Additional Problems:
5. Sequential experimentation
6. Non-identifiable experimental units
7. Post-selection inference
8. Causal inference via observational studies & Ethics

Open OCE Problems
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1. Estimation of long-term effects

u OCEs typically run for 2 weeks – how then can we estimate longer term 
treatment effects?

u Estimating long term effects is important to protect oneself from 
primacy and newness effects[11]. 
u Primacy: When a change that proves to be better over time temporarily 

degrades performance to begin with
u Newness: When a change that proves to be poor in the long run looks 

great initially

u Simply running the experiment longer is not typically a viable option.

Open OCE Problems
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2. Estimation of heterogeneous treatment effects

u Treatment effects are rarely the same across all user segments 
u Market/ region
u User activity level
► Device type
► Temporal windows

u Estimating these heterogenous treatment effects can be a challenge
u Signal-to-noise is small
u Multiple testing problem
u Correlation vs. causation

Open OCE Problems
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3. Experimentation in the presence of network interference

u How do you design and analyze
an experiment when the Stable 
Unit Treatment Value Assumption 
(SUTVA) is violated?

u In this case, the treatment effect
estimator is biased if the network
effect is not appropriately
accounted for.

u Google[12], Facebook[13], and LinkedIn[14] have ideas, but additional 
research is warranted.

Open OCE Problems
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4. Interacting experiments

u Experimentally mature organizations are running 100s of experiments at 
the same time, sometimes independently trying to move the same 
metric.

u How do you know if the lift observed in your experiment is due to your 
treatment and not one in another team’s experiment?

u Factorial designs are acknowledged as an obvious (albeit 
complicated) solution to this problem, but most practitioners seem to 
implement practical solutions that aim to limit the exposure of units to 
multiple experiments[4,15].

Open OCE Problems
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5. Sequential experimentation

u Companies with large user bases have the capacity to engage 
millions of users in a single experiment with near real time data 
collection.
u The volume and velocity of this experimental data – when properly 

handled – can facilitate expedited decision making by way of sequential 
experimentation.

u Methods like always valid p-values[16] and 
multi-armed bandit experiments[17,18] have 
become popular sequential alternatives 
to traditional experiments in which sample 
sizes are static and predetermined.

Open OCE Problems
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6. Non-identifiable experimental units

u When experimental units are users, and randomization is cookie-based, 
cookie churn and private browsing can lead to individuals entering the 
experiment (and generating data) multiple times.
u The same person could be in a single 

treatment more than once.
u The same person could be in different 

treatments simultaneously.
u Both of the above might happen.

u Different users might also use the same device, 
thereby contaminating the data.

Open OCE Problems
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7. Post-selection inference
u Treatment effects observed in an experiment are rarely replicated 

when the experiment ends and the winning treatment is rolled out.
u Berman et al.[19] estimate that on the order of 20-30% of tests result in false 

discoveries owing largely to mis-attributed true-null effects.

u This may be due in part to post-selection bias.
u The problem is that if only statistically significant treatment effects are 

estimated, these will be biased upward.
u In a one-sided Z-test, it can be shown (where 𝛿 is the true lift) that 

E #𝑋 − #𝑌| #𝑋 − #𝑌 ≥ 𝑤 = 𝛿 + 𝜎
𝜙 𝑤 − 𝛿

𝜎
1 − Φ 𝑤 − 𝛿

𝜎

> 𝛿

u Bias adjustment in this context is an important/ active research area[20].

Open OCE Problems
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8. Causal inference via observational studies & Ethics

u Controlled experiments are not always ethical or even possible.

u This suggests that the causal inference literature has relevance.
u For example, Mozilla recently used propensity score matching in an 

observational study to determine whether Firefox users that installed an ad 
blocker were more engaged with the browser[21].

u This raises the broader issue of ethics and fairness in online controlled 
experiments.
u These are typically human subjects trials but they do not undergo the 

same scrutiny as in academia. Should there be better regulation in place?

Open OCE Problems
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Research
u The aforementioned open problems serve as exciting research 

opportunities.

u But useful innovation requires a synergistic bridge between academia 
and industry.

u The proprietary nature of most OCEs means that the problem, data, 
and methods are not often readily available to academics.

u This leads to a disconnect between academia and industry, and 
ultimately Type III Errors, where academics don’t fully appreciate the 
context or understand the problems.

Opportunities for Academia
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Education
u This modern application area can “breath new life” into otherwise 

“stodgy” DOE courses.

u The non-triviality of the practical application of – and research in –
online controlled experiments indicates the need for dedicated OCE 
courses in data science degree programs.

Opportunities for Academia
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Summary
u Online controlled experiments are an exciting modern playground for 

design of experiment (DOE) researchers and practitioners

u Many novel practical challenges arise in this area that require 
innovative statistical solutions

u Industrial statisticians who are well-versed in the DOE literature should 
be involved

u Useful contributions from academia to industry will happen only with 
meaningful collaboration
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